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MAKING JUST PEACE A REALITY 
IN KENYA
A New “Flavor” to Peace Building

TERESIA WAMŨYŨ WACHIRA

This chapter aims to find the nexus between just peace approaches and 
African indigenous approaches to violent conflicts, especially in the selected 
cases in the Kenya North Rift region (Baringo, Elgeyo-Marakwet, and 
West Pokot). First, I contextualize the North Rift region conflicts in the 
counties indicated. Second, I highlight the role that the current African 
indigenous approaches are playing in promoting a just and peaceful soci-
ety. Third, I discuss the issue of how the conflicts in the North Rift region 
(Baringo, Elgeyo-Marakwet, and West Pokot) can be transformed through 
incorporating the positive aspects of the African indigenous approaches and 
a just peace approach.

Contextualizing Violent Conflicts in the North Rift Region of Kenya

Africa is the continent most affected by armed conflict.1 Availability of mod-
ern weapons and also widespread trade with small arms and light weap-
ons (SALWs) have been on the rise. For instance, in a survey carried out 
in 2012, it was noted that 30 million illegal small arms were in circula-
tion in Sub-Saharan Africa and some of these are in the hands of civilians.2 
Kenya, conversely, has experienced episodes of armed conflicts mainly in 
the North Rift region that cradles the pastoralist nomadic communities. 
The North Rift region is key to this chapter as we focus on the perennial and 
multifaceted conflicts in three of its counties—Baringo, Elgeyo-Marakwet, 
and West Pokot.3 As shown in the map in figure 12.1, there is a high level of 
volatility regarding small arms in these three counties in Kenya.

The violent conflicts in the identified counties are associated with access 
and control of resources and political power.4 Those in control of political/
state power have the authority to make decisions about the control of 
resources—especially land; hence the resource–power nexus. Proliferation 
of SALWs due to porous borders with countries in armed conflict escalates 
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210 Teresia Wamũyũ Wachira

Figure 12.1 Kenya—Counties by Level of Volatility, 2011
 Source: Manasseh Wepundi, Eliud Nthiga, Eliud Kabuu, Ryan Murray, 
and Anna Alvazzi del Frate, “Availability of Small Arms and Perceptions of 
Security in Kenya: An Assessment.” © Small Arms Survey, Graduate Institute 
of International and Development Studies, Geneva, 2012, p. 39. Available at 
http://www.smallarmssurvey.org/fileadmin/docs/C-Special-reports/SAS 
-SR16-Kenya.pdf. Used with permission.
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Making Just Peace a Reality in Kenya 211

the violence. Escalation is also seen with the incitement, especially of the 
youth, by political leaders to engage in violence; lack of protection of borders; 
and the practices especially surrounding cattle rustling, which is embedded 
in the culture.5 For instance one of the youth respondents confirms the im-
portance of cattle raids in his community when he states that if youth do not 
engage in cattle rustling, they will experience exclusion and lack of respect. 
The following narrative is not uncommon among the youth in these three 
counties because cattle raids contribute to their social acceptance and per-
sonal prestige.

If we young people do not go for cattle raids, they will call us cowards, 
and we will not be able to get a girl to marry and when people in the 
community see us they will laugh and “throw words” at us. No one 
will give us respect and we will be excluded from many activities where 
men are. Like me here, I and my friends went to the elders to bless us 
as is our custom before we went out to steal the cattle from the Pokot 
people. This was because we wanted to marry and earn respect from our 
communities.6

The autochthonous discourses of belonging and exclusion tend to deepen 
these complex and multifaceted conflicts.7 The militaristic approach of the 
state in dealing with these conflicts has contributed to the protraction of 
conflicts in the region and has complicated an already volatile situation. 
Unfortunately, such conflicts have led to deaths of people and livestock, 
destruction of essential infrastructure, and loss of livelihoods due to fear 
especially among women going to fetch water and collect firewood. In ad-
dition, such conflicts tend to leave behind a displaced, traumatized, and dis-
illusioned population, especially the youth who form over 65 percent of the 
total Kenyan population. This is evident in the narrative of one of the youth 
engaging in cattle rustling:

You know it is not easy to go for cattle raids but what do you do. You 
have to go and if you are killed that is ok and if you kill that is ok. It is our 
culture and since the elders bless us we are fine. Every young man goes 
through it though it is tough. Some young men are really afraid but they 
have to do it. The girls wait and see who is brave because they all want to 
marry a brave man who can protect her and take care of the family.8

However, despite the various peace interventions, whether from the top 
leadership or at the grassroots level, the violent conflicts continue unabated 
and seem to create cycles of violence. Could this be because often the re-
sponses are militaristic or generic (one-size-fits-all approach) and top-down? 
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The next section is an attempt to respond to this question by examining some 
of the peace building approaches in place to deal with the violence in these 
counties.

Reflecting with a Just Peace Ethic: Responses to Violent Conflicts in the 
North Rift Region (Baringo, Elgeyo-Marakwet, West Pokot)

As noted at the start of the chapter, Kenya has experienced different forms of 
violence across the country but to a greater degree in the arid and semi-arid 
North Rift region, which forms the basis of this work. The responses to vi-
olence have been both bottom-up and top-down. The top-down approaches 
have been mainly applied by the top leadership in the country, for instance 
the security forces spanning across all ranks. The bottom-up approaches are 
mainly at the grassroots level among women and youth and to some extent 
the faith-based organizations and community-based organizations at both 
the local and international levels. There is no shortage of examples where the 
peace building approaches have been successful or have failed, but in this 
chapter the focus is on three counties in the North Rift region—Baringo, 
Elgeyo-Marakwet, and West Pokot.

Religious leaders have been at the core of peace building for decades. 
The following story illustrates a nonviolent response to violent conflicts in 
the North Rift region. In 1997 during the second multiparty elections after 
years of dictatorial rule, Kenya experienced violent conflicts dubbed the 
“tribal clashes.”9 The late Bishop Cornelius Korir was the bishop of Eldoret 
then, and he played a major role in providing shelter to displaced persons. 
Today he is fondly remembered as the “goodwill ambassador for peace.”10

In one of the violent incidents in 1992, Bishop Korir, following in Jesus’s 
way of active nonviolence, decided to go and check on the safety of the reli-
gious sisters who lived and worked in one of the violence-prone areas in his 
diocese. As he drove, every vehicle he passed along the way flashed lights as 
a warning not to proceed with the journey because of the magnitude of the 
violence. Fearing for the safety of the religious sisters, Bishop Korir ignored 
the warning and drove right into a riotous group of armed youth (from the 
Kalenjin ethnic community) who were forcibly evicting people and threat-
ening to burn down the town. He stood between the hundreds of youth who 
were armed with bows and arrows against about ten overwhelmed police of-
ficers who had now sought his assistance.11 As the youth surged forward, the 
police started shooting, which forced the bishop to raise his hands over his 
head and shout “Don’t shoot! Don’t shoot!”12 After a tense standoff between 
the youth and the police, the youth retreated. However, they requested that 
Bishop Korir escort them away from the police for fear the police would 
shoot them in the back as they left. He obliged, and when the youth were 
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leaving he overheard them express their regret that they had not attacked their 
“enemies” before his arrival. Like Jesus, he was at the forefront “protecting 
and leading his flock” while risking his own life. He lived and practiced the 
gospel of nonviolence—love of the enemies. In this incident, he modeled the 
just peace practice of unarmed civilian protection.

In a similar violent incident in 1997, while violence was at its peak, Pokot 
warriors shot at the car of one of the government officers—the district 
commissioner—but decided not to shoot at Bishop Korir’s car because he 
was a bishop and his diocese had provided their villages with food when they 
experienced famine.13 After these experiences Bishop Korir realized that his 
diocese “could play a special role in calling for peace in their valley” and 
together with his diocesan Justice and Peace Commission “they resolved to 
work with the people to achieve sustainable peace.”14 Furthermore, as part of 
his efforts in peace building, he sent the diocesan Justice and Peace Commis-
sion coordinator to ask the warring communities what they desired and they 
replied, “We want you to help us to talk to each other”—hence their desire 
for reconciliation, harmony, and peace.15 The just peace practice of identify-
ing the human needs of all parties illuminates this experience. Yet, the com-
munities faced challenges in their efforts to bring peace; for instance, they 
were ridiculed as “peace mercenaries,” “professional seminar goers,” and “the 
people who go to eat rice.”16 Despite this ridicule, the people’s desire was for 
peace and therefore they continued to meet in order to seek ways of resolving 
their conflicts. They selected representatives from each community who met 
and ironed out their grievances. As one shared: “It was a very tough meet-
ing; a lot of nasty words were thrown.”17 The communities worked together 
for some peace initiatives that were started in order to resolve the conflicts. 
Cattle dips were built in a neutral place for four purposes: to reduce cattle 
rustling activity; to ensure that the animals were free of diseases and thus 
would multiply; to be able to identify stolen livestock; and to give the people 
an opportunity to meet, have open conversations, bond, and bridge. Other 
activities in which they engaged were rebuilding houses that were destroyed 
and building common markets and water points in neutral places. In addi-
tion, the communities engaged in common activities such as sharing meals 
and participating in sports (e.g., the peace marathon).18 This helped people to 
bond and bridge with each other. In addition, such initiatives actualize the 
just peace norm of cultivating peacemaking communities and institutions.

The government and other peace builders such as nongovernmental or-
ganizations (both local and international) in the three counties are engaged 
in addressing these deep-rooted conflicts.19 Referring mainly to government 
peace initiatives, the government has invested in civic education, which is 
communicated mainly through barazas and peace forums within communi-
ties.20 Government policies and other germane issues, such as voting rights, 
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surrendering of arms (disarmament), dangers of possessing illegal arms, and 
engaging in dangerous activities such as cattle rustlings and banditry, are 
communicated. The communities have the opportunity to interact freely 
as they engage in dialogue with their leaders at the local and top level.21 
Such initiatives actualize the just peace norms of integral disarmament, par-
ticipation, and relationality. Although some people heed the messages and 
surrender their arms and ammunition, others are reluctant to do so, mainly 
because of the incitement by some of the politicians. An example of this was 
in the county when one politician cautioned his people not to surrender their 
guns; he equated it with a person asking another to surrender their walking 
stick that an enemy can use to later beat them up.22 Other initiatives that the 
government has put in place are the Security Sector Reforms; the introduc-
tion of unarmed community policing, especially the Nyumba kumi initiative; 
and efforts to create cultures of peace in schools (both public and private).23 
However, the government’s first response to any conflicts in the region is to 
employ militaristic and securitized approaches by deploying security forces, 
mainly police and armed forces.24 These officers have often used high hand-
edness and are sometimes extremely brutal in dealing with affected commu-
nities. The extent of such brutality is captured in the following excerpt:

The methods used in the interrogation of communities suspected to har-
bor raiders are punitive and include physical, economic, and psychological 
torture such as beatings and confiscation of animals to force confessions. 
In the process the societies come to fear and lose confidence in their own 
government. Additionally, some corrupt administrators keep some of 
the recovered animals and later sell them, thereby adding to the society’s 
suspicions.”25

Communities are also engaged in grassroots peace building mainly 
through African indigenous approaches to addressing conflict. These ap-
proaches are predominantly invested in the elders and are geared toward a 
consensus often based on a bottom-up approach. The different communities 
in the identified counties engage their elders, for instance in resolving family 
conflicts. Most important, for decades the council of elders has been engaged 
by their communities as repositories of history and wisdom. They perform 
rituals and bless the youth before the cattle raids and when they return. They 
also assist the youth in strategizing and blessing them for counterattacks after 
the community’s livestock has been raided. Additionally, they may gather 
to plan how to deter the neighbors from encroaching on their land espe-
cially during drought seasons. However, we cannot romanticize these tra-
ditional approaches because they are sometimes politically motivated by the 
“powerful” of the society and are equally shrouded in cultural stereotypes, 
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especially of women, youth, and children. One of the respondents shared her 
observation: “The Council of elders is made of men only. Women are in-
volved in the fact that they can come and listen to what men are deliberating 
on but they are not allowed to speak.”26 Hence, any approaches to address 
the violent conflicts have to be inclusive of all people, following the gospel of 
nonviolence of love for all, even “the enemy”—the other.27

Women who are in violence-prone areas are actively involved in nonvi-
olence initiatives. However, what they do is sometimes not visible mainly 
due to “feminisation and masculinisation of conflicts.”28 The 2007–2008 
post-election eruption of violence in Kenya “led to the death of over 
1,000 people and displacement of almost 700,000 others in two months,” and 
the majority of these were women.29 One of the highlights in this chapter is 
a group of women from the North Rift region who chose to group together 
to promote cohesion and to create a peaceful and just society.30 They started 
by cooking together and constructing mud houses for other women whose 
houses had been destroyed in the violence.

Also as they interacted they prayed and shared their stories of pain thus 
breaking the communications barriers. These initiatives actualize the just 
peace norms of sustaining spiritual practices and the virtue of empathy. 
Further, in 2012 they started a “knitting for peace project” that received sup-
port from the Rural Women Peace Link organization. They made calabashes, 
kiondos, bracelets, and other ornaments which they sold in their nearest mar-
kets.31 One woman shares that as they engaged in their daily routine of knit-
ting they would discuss ways of averting the violence in the future. As a result 
of engaging in the peace activities and sharing their narratives, they were cre-
ating and working toward a peaceful coexistence. However, while trying to 
reach out to other people that were displaced they were met with great open 
hostility. This was because they were perceived as aggressors. Eventually, as 
observed in the following narrative, one of the women was successful: “I was 
able to succeed because I always appealed to the women as a woman and 
would ask them to go talk with their husbands and their sons. Women are 
very strong. They do not easily break up from their experiences.”32

Another example of women employing active nonviolence in situations 
of conflict is found among the Pokot women. Women in the North Rift 
region have borne the brunt of violent conflicts for decades. As a result they 
have learned to balance their role as mothers of young men ready for cattle 
rustling. They are also advisers to their husbands, who protect the family and 
mentor the youth. However, sometimes they do not support cattle rustling 
and banditry. In these cases they have devised a traditional way of dealing 
with it. Every Pokot woman has a leketio (birth belt) that she wears for sup-
port when she is pregnant (see figure 12.2). She also wears it during war or 
conflict as a charm to protect her son from external harm, including during 
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cattle raids. In some instances when a mother is not in support of any male 
members of the family taking part in the conflicts or war, she will refuse 
to wear the leketio. Also, a woman can decide to remove her leketio at the 
peak of a fight or war and lay it down between the people who are fighting. 
They will instantly stop fighting; it is taboo for a man to touch a leketio 
because it is a birth belt. In addition, a man cannot force a woman to wear 
a leketio. If he does, then this action will warrant a curse. This is one of the 
ways that women can participate in peace building. The tradition of using 
a leketio to stop or prevent conflicts or wars is practiced among all of the 
Kalenjin sub-tribes.33 This practice also resembles the tactic of identifying 
and mobilizing credible messengers in the community to interrupt violence, 
which is often found within groups that use the just peace practice of un-
armed civilian protection.

Recommendations for a Just Peace Ethic and to Transform the Conflict 
in the North Rift Region of Kenya

Parallels can be drawn from local and global contexts to show the reality 
that violence does not lead to peace. On the contrary, nonviolent strate-
gies and tools have proved the most viable option. This view is in accord 

Figure 12.2 Leketio—the birth belt
Source: Irene Chepoisho Tulel, “Women and Peace-building in Pastoral 
Conflicts: A Case Study of Pokot Women in Sigor Region of West Pokot 
County, 1984–2000” (Nairobi: Department of History and Archeology, 
University of Nairobi, 2013), 60.
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with the late Saint John Paul II who while addressing politicians during 
his visit in Ireland challenged them: “You politicians must prove them to 
be wrong. You must show that there is a peaceful, political way to justice. 
You must show that peace achieves the works of justice, and violence 
does not.”34

Although just peace is sometimes touted as a utopian idea, there are 
examples of visionaries in our times who were ready and laid down their 
lives physically or symbolically for a just and peaceful society. A few 
that come to mind are Mohandas Gandhi, Martin Luther King, Oscar 
 Romero, the Women of Liberia, the late Wangari Muta Maathai and the 
women that supported her at the Freedom Corner, and Nelson  Mandela. 
They all represent the uniqueness of our world and its people. These 
great people, representing different genders, did this using the power of 
love—active nonviolence.  Following in their path, the community can 
incorporate those positive virtues as a foundation for their just peace ap-
proach to violence.

In the traditional African context, the values were passed from genera-
tion to generation through oral narratives, proverbs, metaphors, songs and 
dances, myths, and legends of a given community. The challenge therefore 
for the communities—the focus of this chapter—is to ensure that the values 
a community passes to its younger generations do not remain abstract but 
that they live and practice them. For instance, telling children stories about 
the dishonest hare that was punished for stealing honey is important, but 
there is a need to go further. Parents need to model honesty because this is 
“not taught but caught.” The value has to be lived and made a habit. The 
 Kiswahili saying haraka, haraka haina baraka is a reminder that such an un-
dertaking is a challenge.35 True peace takes time; therefore there is a need to 
keep trying even when we do not see the end in sight. Acquiring virtues so 
that we can embody the transformative practices of a just peace approach will 
take time. Therefore, communities need to be encouraged to keep trying the 
virtues for a just peace approach to violence no matter how far they fall short 
of their goals.

Cultural sphere, beliefs, and customs are held as the essence of the identity 
of a community. Culture, as noted previously, refers to the habits, values, 
beliefs, customs, and worldviews of a given group. It is culture that validates 
values and needs within a given community. Thus, culture is dynamic and 
context-specific.36 However, a group has to go beyond its values in order to 
practice virtue-based just peace ethics. What one is taught and learns as an 
individual in a community—for instance, caring for animals and the envi-
ronment, respect for elders and significant adults, tolerance, friendship, and 
trust—will remain merely values if they are not put into practice. There-
fore, a virtue-based approach to the North Rift region conflicts will involve 
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 people going beyond the value of cattle raiding for restocking and will begin 
to reflect on the violent actions that involve stealing from and killing the 
“enemy.”37 The community can embrace the spirit of ubuntu—of respect-
ing “the other”—because all people are interconnected.38 Ubuntu is about 
restoration of relationships through asking forgiveness and then being ready 
for the other to offer forgiveness. It is here that reconciliation is a meeting 
place because “truth and mercy have met together and justice and peace have 
kissed.”39 In the African worldview of ubuntu, the people thrive individually 
and collectively by living together in harmony, making the following Biblical 
aspiration a reality: “How delightful it is to live as brothers [and sisters] all to-
gether.”40 In essence, therefore, incorporating the ubuntu approach in peace 
building would promote an African perspective to a just peace approach. To 
go farther along this path, Pope Francis, in his homily on World Day of Peace 
2017, invites the world’s peoples and nations to “make active nonviolence our 
way of life.”41

Parents, teachers, and any significant adults must go beyond their com-
munity’s oral narratives that are used to pass on values, beliefs, and customs, 
especially those that perpetuate stereotypes about their neighbors in the 
counties. For instance, in the case of cattle rustling, children must be taught 
that all the cattle in Kenya do not belong to them and that killing anyone, 
irrespective of their ethnic community, is a violation of one’s human rights. 
Therefore, to address this violent conflict, a peace builder needs to under-
stand a community’s values and beliefs and critique them with the aim of ad-
dressing its challenges. In this case, the younger generation might be taught 
the values of honesty and hard work, but for them to integrate the values they 
must act honestly and work hard to purchase their own cattle. The commu-
nity can enhance the importance of a virtue-based just peace approach. This 
would entail a transformation of all forms of violence (direct, cultural, and 
structural).42 This means stressing the positive values that enhance peace as 
opposed to focusing on violence. For instance, the communities can utilize 
the African wise sayings and metaphors from the three counties. The fol-
lowing examples from communities in Kenya will suffice: “Justice breaks a 
 prepared arrow,” “Fighting has no fun,” “War is not porridge,” and “A per-
son sent away with justice does not come back.”43 Everyone can be an artisan 
of peace.”44

Sawatsky contends that “[our] virtues are part of the lens that shape under-
standing of the world. In addition, that they are “rooted in and inspired by 
particular stories, cultures, and narratives. While this is the case it is import-
ant to include experiences and attitudes which are interlinked in worldviews 
that are a source of cultural values.45

I suggest three cultural dimensions that could be incorporated as a foun-
dation of a virtue-based approach to a just peace ethic. These dimensions 
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 particularly help to illuminate the just peace norm of cultivating peacemak-
ing cultures. They are the worldviews, experiences, and attitudes of the af-
fected communities (see figure 12.3).46

1. The importance of experiences, which are kept real and alive by narra-
tives passed from generation to generation. This includes events such as 
births, deaths/violent conflict, and the nature of interaction with others.

2. The importance of worldviews, which are the cultural notions of the mean-
ing of life within a specific community and thus have a bearing on how 
meanings are transmitted. Worldviews are the source of cultural  values and 
thus provide the tools for interpretation of events and solutions to challenges.

3. The importance of attitudes, which are acquired through experience and 
cultural values in a given context. These could be incorporated in any 
approach toward creating just and peaceful societies.

In both the virtue ethic and Gandhian theory of nonviolence, who one is is 
of importance and what one does derives importance from who one is—social as 
well as personal virtue (ahimsa). Virtue is therefore to be cultivated and needs 
to be practiced. The “love of the enemy” that Jesus is referring to is a direct 

Worldviews
(Values, Beliefs, Ideologies)

Attitudes
(Stereotyping, Behaviors)

Experiences
(Phenomena Narratives)

Figure 12.3 Cultural Dimensions for Peace Building
 Source: Teresia Wamũyũ Wachira, “Exploring Violence through the Narra-
tives of Youth in Kenyan Secondary Schools: Implications for Reconcep-
tualising Peacebuilding” (PhD diss., University of Bradford, UK, 2009), 
45. Available at https://bradscholars.brad.ac.uk/bitstream/handle/10454/6292 
/PhD%20thesis%20-TWWachira%20-%20UB%2007012877%20-%20
18%20Nov.%202013%20-%20Pdf%20version.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y.

AQ1
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and deliberate choice of reaching out to the “other,” including those who are 
different from us irrespective of where they come from. This involves the total 
giving of one’s self to all as Jesus did on the cross. In the particular context 
of this chapter, the challenge for all of the different groups would be “go-
ing that extra mile” to meet “the enemy”—practicing the virtue of total and 
selfless love.47 Conversely, Kaveline-Popov outlines fifty-two virtues such as 
forgiveness, justice, love, mercy, patience, respect, tolerance, and unity.48 She 
pinpoints peacefulness as a virtue in itself. Borba is of a similar view but places 
the virtue of “peacefulness” within the moral intelligence; hence, something 
that is learned.49 This approach to virtue as peacefulness is important because 
it explains “how peace is understood that peace is lived out.”50 Hence, in peace 
building in the North Rift region, it is important to understand these com-
munities’ concepts of peace because their views will influence their behaviors 
and attitudes, which will have a bearing on peacemaking and justice making.

Through the paschal mystery of Jesus Christ, humanity is enlightened and 
challenged on what it really means to walk the path of active nonviolence. Jesus 
had the choice to retaliate but he chose to love and forgive those who mocked 
and crucified him. He chose to embrace the “enemies” by asking his Father to 
forgive them “for they do not know what they are doing.”51 Hence, it seems to 
me that the argument often crafted in justification of war as one of “the solutions 
to attain peace” is unsustainable. A peaceful end does not justify violent means, 
as the just peace norm of reflexivity also illuminates. Hence, to be a true disciple 
of Jesus is to follow in his footsteps of love and forgiveness even amid violence.52

Practical Suggestions

The following are peace building initiatives that can enhance a transfor-
mative practice of a just peace ethic to violent conflicts specifically in the 
North Rift region (Baringo, Elgeyo-Marakwet, and West Pokot).

• The communities can engage women more at all levels of decision making 
and practices of peacemaking and justice making. As Pope Francis noted in 
his World Day of Peace 2017 message, “Women in particular are often leaders 
of nonviolence.”53 Also, communities can create forums for people who ex-
perience marginalization in society—for instance, women, youth, children, 
and people with disabilities—so their voices can be heard. This will assist in 
promoting a just peace approach to exclusion, which is structural violence. 
It would also actualize the just peace norm of participation. Additionally, the 
members of the different communities can create forums where intercom-
munity dialogue can be enhanced to develop just and peaceful societies.

• Learning institutions (early childhood, primary, secondary, and tertiary 
levels) within the North Rift region where these counties are situated can 
be encouraged to create and utilize Peace Corners in or outside of the 
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classroom, and Peace Clubs and Peace Cafés (depending on the name pre-
ferred by the school/college/university). These can be spaces where chil-
dren and young people practice and engage in dialogue on issues such 
as care and protection of the environment—“our common home”—and 
other species that share our planet, such as domestic and wild animals.54 
This reinforces the foundation built in the family setting: “In the family we 
first learn how to show love and respect for life . . . respect for local ecosys-
tem and care for all creatures . . . we receive an integral education, which 
enables us to grow harmoniously in personal maturity . . . to control our 
aggressivity and greed, and to ask forgiveness when we have caused harm.55

• Such spaces of peace will also assist in the implementation of sustainable 
development outlined in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development; 
especially goal 16, which aims to reduce all forms of violence.56 More 
importantly, it is in learning institutions, no matter at what level, that 
the gospel of nonviolence can be inculcated so that it becomes part of the 
DNA of the students, staff, and all stakeholders. This would actualize the 
just peace norm of education in nonviolence.

• In academia, too, scholars can engage with those at the grassroots level 
through constructive research and dialogue; for instance, on community 
peace building and application of just peace approaches in conflict trans-
formation. This will enable scholars not only to articulate their aspirations 
of a just and peaceful society but also to build up the scholarly works 
employing the just peace approaches that will enhance a culture of peace 
for today and future generations. Additionally, donors should invest in 
research on peace and justice making. This entails supporting projects that 
are geared toward building peaceful and just societies.

• The Catholic Church can support and invest energy and finances in develop-
ing Small Christian Communities (SCCs), which currently act as family cells 
of spiritual nourishment, training, and nurturing for a generation of people.57 
This is of the utmost importance because these communities can be the foun-
dation of re-evangelizing on a gospel of active nonviolence. Through such 
communities the church can model the virtues of love for all, including the 
“enemies”—community sharing, forgiveness, compassion, harmony, peace, 
tolerance, mercy, and justice. There is an equal need for healing communities 
of believers—representing different faiths—so that they can lead by example.

• The Catholic Church leadership in Kenya, under the umbrella of the  Kenya 
Conference of Catholic Bishops in solidarity with the leadership of  other re-
ligions (e.g., the National Council of Churches, the Inter-Religious Council 
of Kenya, and the World Council of Churches, together with the Leaders 
of the African Traditional Religions) can from time to time visit and pre-
pare and circulate common pastoral letters that foster and promote virtues of 
peace, justice, and harmonious coexistence. Through this action the religious 
leaders will be modeling Jesus’s desire for the church “that they may be one.”
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• More important, the leaders can make joint visits to the government 
leadership—both locally and nationally—to discuss and share ways of 
building a society that is grounded in “effective pedagogy to grow in 
solidarity, responsibility and compassionate care” of one another and our 
environment.58 These groups of leaders can also incorporate and create 
opportunities for the Council of Elders representing different communi-
ties in the North Rift region. For example, they can have joint meetings 
with them toward the aim of sharing grassroots peace-building activities 
for sustainable development.

• In today’s world with high technological knowledge, social media has a 
challenge to practice peace journalism (peace oriented as opposed to vi-
olence oriented). The journalists can be invited to practice the virtues of 
peace and justice as they mold young minds. They do this through social 
media posts and reporting and through various modern platforms such as 
smartphones. These platforms include Facebook, Twitter, Whatsapp, and 
blogs, among others.

• Religious leaders in Kenya and specifically in the North Rift region counties 
have access to nonviolent teachings, moral authority, and permanence (reli-
gious structures). Thus, they have opportunities to act as bridges between 
the government and the citizens spread out in different counties in Kenya. 
Such bridging initiatives actualize the just peace norm of relationality.

Conclusion

In this chapter I have argued for transformative practices of a just peace ethic 
that would incorporate African indigenous approaches to dealing with vio-
lent conflicts. Contextualizing the North Rift region conflicts specifically 
by focusing on three counties, it is evident that the violence is deep rooted. 
The main challenge is that cattle raiding has been legitimized by the com-
munity, thus becoming a way of life despite its morphosis into the deadly 
commercialized cattle rustling. Most important, cattle rustling is carried out 
by unmarried male youth with the blessing of spiritual leaders—elders who 
are male. Women also play a role but it is peripheral (e.g., to encourage or 
discourage raiding by the youth). Usually this is supported by rituals, which 
are key in most ceremonies among the African communities.

Further, some of the grassroots Afrocentric approaches that create and pro-
mote a peaceful and just society in the North Rift region have been critically 
examined. It is important to note that the particular nonviolent initiatives are 
not restricted to the three counties discussed in this chapter but to the North 
Rift region where the counties are situated. In addition, an effort has been 
made to be inclusive of both genders in the selected nonviolent approaches.

Finally, this chapter contained a detailed discussion on the virtue-based 
approaches that embody the transformative practices of a just peace approach. 
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The argument in this chapter is that a transformative practice of a just peace 
ethic needs to be inclusive of the positive aspects of African indigenous ap-
proaches. Also proffered are three cultural dimensions suggested for inclusion 
as a foundation of a virtue-based approach; that is, the narratives, experiences, 
and attitudes of the affected communities. Practical suggestions and reflective 
questions were included to allow for a continuation of this ongoing debate.

Discussion Questions

1. What violent events are common in your local community? Which of 
these violent events have you personally experienced? In your opinion, 
what are the underlying causes of the violent events? How are these vio-
lent events addressed?

2. Select a community from your country and explore the indigenous non-
violent activities that they engage in to reconcile people. Look at the story 
of the late Bishop Cornelius Korir in this text. How does his effort to 
reconcile different warring communities challenge us to use a just peace 
perspective in resolving violent events in our schools, parishes, local com-
munities, and country?

3. In your opinion, what are the underlying causes of the conflict? What are 
the (i) virtues and (ii) skills needed to transform the conflicts?
• At the top level (leadership)
• At the grassroots level (citizens)

4. What positive approaches and policies are in place to transform the con-
flicts? What more positive approaches and policies could be incorporated 
to transform the conflicts?
• At the top level (leadership)
• At the grassroots level (citizens)

5. What positive contribution could the following groups of people make to 
transform the conflicts?
• Women, youth, people with disabilities
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